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skin aging process: scientific approach
20

STAGE I

energy C

25

- increase in oxidative processes and the action of free radicals.
- increase in the loss of transepidermal water and reduction of amino acid and
protein levels.
- weakening of the cell wall.

prevention, antioxidant,
lightening,
first wrinkles and
expression lines

30

STAGE II

40

- reduction in the capacity of synthesis of fibroblasts, that entails a reduction in
collagen fibres and elastin levels.
- reduction in the amount and quality of the structural elements which are part
of the support structure of the dermis (fundamental substance).
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STAGE III

50

- reduction in the number of cells entering maturation to produce the different
skin structures (slowing down of cell renewal).
- loss efficacy of metabolic processes making up for normal skin deterioration.
- deterioration external epidermis layers , reduction skin support tissue quality .
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60

STAGE IV
- destructuring of intercellular junctions of the external skin layers.
- reduction and loss of metabolic function in the different skin glands
(sebaceous and sweat).
- hyperkeratination of the stratum corneum (rough to touch).

collagen 360º
redensifying, firming,
wrinkles.

stem Cell
regenerative, repairing,
deep wrinkles.

radiance DNA,
restorative, remodelling,
very deep wrinkles.
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brightening solution
by

antiaging professional treatment

antiaging home maintenance
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energy C – professional treatment //

energy C serum
5 units

energy C
crystal fiber mask
5 units

energy C
intensive cream

home maintenance

5 treatment sessions
+ home maintenance
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energy C – professional treatment //

serum //
Highly concentrated serum.
In-depth revitalizing and antioxidant effect. Reinforces the cell wall, effectively
smoothening the expression lines.
Active substances:
10% ascorbyl glucoside: stable form of Vitamin C.
Calendula: soothing, antiagression active substance. Reinforces the defensive capacity
of the skin.

crystal fiber mask //
3D nano-fiber mask for neck and face.
Expression lines correction.
Crystal fiber is a material for medical use based on 3D nano-fibres, 100% natural, safe
and hygienic. It includes two independent pieces that adapt perfectly to the face and
neck physiognorny, performing an occlusive effect that improves the permeability and
efficacy on carrying active substances. immediate lifting effect.
Active substances:
Ananas Sativus extract: rich in Vitamins A and C. Renewal and scarring function.
Salicylic acid: smoothes the skin, returning its brightness.
Hyaluronic acid: highly moisturising structural element.
Hamamelis: with vasoprotective and anti-inflammatory properties.
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energy C – professional treatment //

brightening treatment for the face and neck with energy C
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energy C – professional treatment //

brightening treatment for the face and neck with energy C
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energy C – professional treatment //

brightening treatment for the face and neck with energy C
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energy C – professional treatment //

energy C energising massage protocol
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energy C – professional treatment //

energy C energising massage protocol

antiaging range

Brightening and antioxidant treatment
with high concentration of Vitamin C
and all the medical expertise
of mesoestetic®
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energy C – professional treatment //

intensive cream //
Brightening cream with high concentration of vitamin C
Brightening cream formulated to respond to the first signs of aging. Its high concentration
in stable vitamin C unifies the skin tone providing it with brightness. Its antioxidant
properties counteract the harmful effects of ultraviolet rays, preventing premature
photoaging. The combination of its active substances provides moisturising and attenuates
fine wrinkles and expression lines.
Other active substances:
Osilift: ingredient obtained from oats, with immediate tensor properties. Cumulative effect
for the treatment of fine wrinkles and expression lines.
Vitamin E: powerful antioxidant. Protects the skin against the harmful effects of ultraviolet
radiation. Improves tissue micro-circulation.
Method of use:
Apply in the morning and at night onto the face, neck and neckline using a gentle circular
motion until the product is fully absorbed.
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energy C – professional treatment //

eye contour //
Energising eye contour
Energising cream formulated to respond to stage I signs of aging in the periocular area. Its
high vitamin C concentration exerts a cumulative action against eye rings that gradually
removes the signs of tiredness. The existence of plant tensors, collagen synthesis
stimulants and restoring elastic fibres provides moisturisation and tonicity, counteracting
the appearance of the first wrinkles in the eye contour.
Other active substances:
Organic silicon: enhances moisturising and regeneration of elastin fibres.
Prevents the formation of free radicals.
Elastin: Improves skin elasticity and is moisturising. Effective against expression lines.
Method of use:
Apply in the morning and at night in the eye contour by means of gently touching with the
fingertips until it is fully absorbed.
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energy C – professional treatment //

complex//
antioxidant 4 weeks Intensive treatment
4 weeks of intensive antioxidant, moisturising and tensor treatment. It stimulates the skin's ability to protect against free
radicals, keeping it in a state of eudermia. Ultraconcentrated vitamin C (10%) is encapsulated in the protective cap to keep
its properties unaltered until it is used. Once vitamin C has been released, store the serum in the freezer and use for 7
consecutive days. Each bottle corresponds to one week of treatment. To keep the skin in optimum conditions, it is
recommended to repeat the treatment every 4 months.
Other active substances:
10% ascorbyl glucoside
Osilift: tensor of plant origin with anti-wrinkle properties.
Flash lifting effect.
Vitamin E: It improves skin nourishing and elasticity and
provides a response to fine wrinkles and expression lines.
Method of use:
Apply the contents of a pipette (1 ml) at night onto the face,
neck and neckline using a gentle circular motion until it is fully
absorbed.
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4 professional antiaging treatments
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firming solution
by

antiaging professional treatment

antiaging home maintenance
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

collagen 360º serum
5 units

collagen 360º
crystal fiber mask
5 units

collagen 360º
intensive cream

home maintenance

5 treatment sessions
+ home maintenance
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

serum //
Ultraconcentrated serum.
Ultraconcentrated serum with firming effect. Strengthens the mechanical resistance of
the dermis, preventing degradation and effectively smoothening out wrinkles.
Active substances:
10% enriched marine collagen.

crystal fiber mask //
3D nano-fiber mask for neck and face.
Reactivates the collagen production.
Crystal fiber is a material for medical use based on 3D nano-fibres, 100% natural, safe
and hygienic. It includes two independent pieces that adapt perfectly to the face and
neck physiognomy, performing an occlusive effect that improves the permeability and
efficacy on carrying active substances. Immediate tightening effect.

Active substances:
Hydrolysed marine collagen
Hyaluronic acid: highly moisturising, structural element of the skin.
Amino acids: rebalance the skin and give back its firmness.
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

Firming treatment for the face and neck with collagen 360º
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

Firming treatment for the face and neck with collagen 360º
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

Firming treatment for the face and neck with collagen 360º
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

collagen 360º firming massage protocol
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

collagen 360º firming massage protocol
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

collagen 360º firming massage protocol
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Firming and tightening treatment
with enriched marine collagen
and all the medical expertise
of mesoestetic®
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

intensive cream //
Firming cream that stimulates de collagen production
Firming cream developed from enriched marine collagen for the purpose of counteracting
collagen loss from the organism and protecting the three-dimensional structure of the
dermal matrix. Performs a twofold action:
•It maintains the main amino acid profile of natural collagen: glycine-prolinehydroxyproline.
•This is associated with retinol and ascorbic acid, which, in addition to regulating
the activity of degradation enzymes, stimulates the formation of new collagen.
Other active substances:
Retinol: enhances cell renewal, unifying the skin tone.
Ascorbic acid: increases the number of elastic fibres and active fibroblasts, improves the
quality of the extracellular matrix.
Method of use:
apply in the morning and at night onto the face, neck and neckline using a gentle circular
motion until the product is fully absorbed.
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

eye contour //
Anti-wrinkles eye contour cream. Tightening effect.
Last-generation cream particularly designed for the treatment of signs of periocular aging.
It stimulates fibroblasts to synthesise connective tissue components (collagens I, III, IV)
and polysaccharides (glycosaminoglycans and hyaluronic acid)
Its tightening active substances smooth out the eye contour and noticeably reduce
wrinkles, stimulating collagen regeneration.
Contains exclusive interferential pigments that reduce the rings under the eyes and signs
of fatigue.
Other active substances:
Osilift: a last-generation tightening active substance.
Matrixyl: small endogenous peptides acting as cell messengers.
Argireline: anti-age hexapeptide reducing the depth of wrinkles.
Method of use:
apply in the morning and at night in the eye contour by means of gently touching with the
fingertips until it is fully absorbed.
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

capsuled mask //
Intensive treatment. Reactives the collagen synthesis.
Non woven mask encapsulated in an aluminium blister pack. It expands in contact with collagen 360º solution,
decongestant activating fluid, that provides an immediate tightening effect. Its combination of ultraconcentrated active
substances enables it to fulfil the following functions:
•Dermal stimulation of fibroblasts
•Moisturising and regeneration of damaged skin
•Immediate tightening action
Other active substances:
Aloe Vera: with excellent moisturising and stimulating properties.
Oats extract: tightening ingredient with immediate effect.
Method of use:
Pour collagen 360º solution onto a capsuled mask up to fill the
blister pack. Once the capsuled mask is expanded, repeat the
procedure. Deploy the mask and apply over
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collagen 360º – professional treatment //

elixir //
Drinkable nutricosmetic with enriched marine collagen.
It firms the skin inside out.
Drinkable nutricosmetic specifically formulated for skin firming and wrinkle reduction. Its bioassimilable ingredients act in
the outermost layers to nourish the skin from the inside. By re-establishing the skin's metabolic balance and enhancing the
biosynthesis of its ingredients, collagen 360º elixir acts as a complement to the use of cosmeceutics.

Other active substances:
Each bottle contains 10 g of hydrolysed collagen.
It does not show any adverse events; it is
digestible and assimilable by the body. It does
not contain any fats or cholesterol.
Method of use:
It is recommended to take one daily dose of 1
bottle at night, the first 6 days of each month for
3 months. The treatment can be repeated twice a
year.
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4 professional antiaging treatments
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regenerative solution
by

antiaging professional treatment

antiaging home maintenance
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

stem Cell serum
5 units

stem Cell
crystal fiber mask
5 units

stem Cell
intensive cream

home maintenance

5 treatment sessions
+ home maintenance
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

serum //
Highly concentrated serum.
Highly concentrated serum with intensive regenerating effect. Prolongs the life of skin
cells repairing deep wrinkles.
Active substances:
10% plant stem cell extract

crystal fiber mask //
3D nano-fiber mask for neck and face.
Deep cellular renewal.
Crystal fiber is a material for medical use based on 3D nano-fibres, 100% natural, safe
and hygienic. It includes two independent pieces that adapt perfectly to the face and
neck physiognomy, performing an occlusive effect that improves the permeability and
efficacy on carrying active substances. Intensive regenerating effect.
Active substances:
Plant stem cells extract
Vitamins C and E: They show a regenerating anti-free radical action, preventing
degeneration of skin tissues.
Aloe Vera: It stimulates cell growth by supplying micronutrients, leading to repairing,
restructuring and soothing actions and relieving skin microlesions.
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

Regenerative treatment for the face and neck with stem Cell
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

Regenerative treatment for the face and neck with stem Cell
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

Regenerative treatment for the face and neck with stem Cell
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

stem Cell regenerative massage protocol
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

stem Cell regenerative massage protocol
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

stem Cell regenerative massage protocol
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Cell regenerating treatment
with plant stem cells
and all the medical expertise
of mesoestetic®
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

active growth factor//
Regenerative cream with stem cells and growth factors.
Regenerative cream that combines the action of plant stem cells extract with that of
growth factors to achieve skin restructuration from inside the cell. Growth factors are
small fragments of biologically active proteins that belong to the cytokine group. These are
key elements to intercellular communication and external control of cell reproduction
mechanisms.
They can attract and guide the cells at the site where they are needed, and are involved in
the generation of new cells by cell division.
Other active substances:
Dexpantenol: stimulates fibroblast function strengthening the structure of the skin support
matrix.
Matrixyl: combination of small synthetic peptides that act synergistically stimulating dermal
matrix repairing processes.
Lipochroman-6: last-generation antioxidant and cell protector.

Method of use:
apply in the morning and at night onto the face, neck and neckline using a gentle circular
motion until the product is fully absorbed.
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

nanofiller lip contour //
Filling effect lip contour cream with hyaluronic acid.
The first filling effect cream based on plant stem cells extract and hyaluronic acid
specifically designed for the treatment of the delicate lip contour area. This unique
combination acts synergistically and provides a twofold effect:
• regenerator: the plant stem cell extract stimulates collagen and elastin production,
prolonging cell life.
• filler: hyaluronic acid fills the thinner areas, providing support to the cells created.

Other active substances:
Hyaluronic acid: natural polysaccharide that performs a support function for collagen and
elastin fibres. Able to retain thousand times its weight in water.
Method of use:
apply in the morning and at night in the lip contour by means of gently touching with the
fingertips until it is fully absorbed.
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stem Cell – professional treatment //

serum restructuractive //
Intensive cellular regenerative treatment.
Ultraconcentrated serum with intensive renewal action. With 10% stem cell extract, it is a powerful starting treatment
against cell aging, reversing the skin degradation process.
Other active substances:
Vitamins A and E with intensive antioxidant, emulsifying,
moisturising and regenerating properties.
Method of use:
apply the full content of a single dose once a week at night
by means of a gentle circular massage until it is fully
absorbed.
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global antiaging solution
by

antiaging professional treatment

antiaging home maintenance
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radiance DNA – professional treatment //

radiance DNA serum
5 units

radiance DNA
crystal fiber mask
5 units

radiance DNA
intensive cream

home maintenance

5 treatment sessions
+ home maintenance
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radiance DNA – professional treatment //

serum //
Ultraconcentrated serum with restorative action.
Ultraconcentrated serum with reconstituting and restorative action. It is applied
by means of a unique massage technique, designed to stimulate and reactivate cell
metabolism, effectively reducing the multiple signs of skin aging.
Active substances:
10% [meso]recovery complex.

crystal fiber mask //
3D nano-fiber mask for neck and face.
Extends DNA longevity.
Crystal fiber is a material for medical use based on 3D nano-fibres, which is 100% natural,
safe and hygienic. It includes two independent pieces, that adapt perfectly to the face and
neck physiognomy, performing an occlusive effect that improves the permeability and
efficacy of carrying active substances. Remodels and redefines the facial oval, noticeably
smoothing out deep wrinkles.
Active substances:
Acetyl Hexapeptide: treats and reduces the depth of wrinkles, effectively fighting skin aging.
Malachite extract: anti-free radical and detoxifying action. Able to cancel the action of
environmental contaminants.
Flavonoid combination: extract with whitening, anti-inflammatory and antiaging properties.
Seaweed extract: high moisturising and tightening power. Improves skin elasticity.
Q10 coenzyme: Its potent antioxidant action exerts a significant influence on cell longevity.
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radiance DNA – professional treatment //

Global antiaging treatment for face and neck
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radiance DNA – professional treatment //

Global antiaging treatment for face and neck
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radiance DNA – professional treatment //

Global antiaging treatment for face and neck
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radiance DNA – professional treatment //

Kobido by mesoestetic®: facial rejuvenation massage protocol
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radiance DNA – professional treatment //

Kobido by mesoestetic®: facial rejuvenation massage protocol
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radiance DNA – professional treatment //

Kobido by mesoestetic®: facial rejuvenation massage protocol
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Global antiaging
and DNA repair treatment
with [meso]recovery complex®
and the medical expertise
of mesoestetic®

antiaging range

radiance DNA - home maintenance

intensive cream //
Global anti-aging cream that maintains DNA integrity
Global-acting antiaging cream created particularly for reactivating vital skin functions,
strengthening the protective barrier action. radiance DNA intensive cream includes in its
formula the powerful [meso]recovery complex® responsible for stimulating fibroblasts
for collagen and hyaluronic acid production and improving the skin defence against
oxidative stress. Bright and glowing, the skin recovers its elasticity and firmness and
wrinkles gradually decrease.
Other active substances:
SPF 15
Lamellar structure phospholipids: they form a protective film over the skin surface
preventing transdermal water loss.
Hyaluronic acid: highly moisturising, structural element of the skin.
Method of use:
Apply over the face, neck and neckline in the morning, as a second step in antiaging beauty
treatment, after radiance DNA essence, insisting on the facial oval, nasolabial folds, lip
contour and area between the eyebrows.
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radiance DNA - home maintenance

night cream //
Replenishing night cream.
Synchronizes the skin’s renewal process.
radiance DNA night cream uses the natural resting state of the skin to readjust cell
metabolism and induce the activity of the genes responsible for skin renewal during sleep.
The unique association of meso]recovery complex® and chronogen enables re-balancing
the activity and rest processes, repairing DNA damage caused during daytime, in addition
to preparing the skin for new activity periods. Upon waking up, the skin looks rested,
redensified and smooth and wrinkles and expression lines fade away.

Other active substances:
Chronogen: latest-generation tetrapeptide. Synchronises the biological cell clock, enhancing
DNA protection and repair.
Lamellar structure phospholipids: they form a protective film on the skin
surface that prevents transdermal water loss.
Hyaluronic acid: highly moisturising, structural element of the skin.
Method of use:
Apply onto the face, neck and neckline at night, as a second step of antiaging beauty
treatment, after radiance DNA essence, performing lifting from the middle of the face and
emptying to the sides.
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radiance DNA - home maintenance

eye contour //
Total recovery eye contour cream.
Specific care created for total eye contour repair, thereby achieving a three-fold effect
against wrinkles, under-eye bags and circles. The exclusive [meso]recovery complex®
revitalises, drains and activates microflow. It provides a long-lasting lifting, tightening
effect and visibly reduces deep wrinkles. It smooths out, unifies, and lightens the
periocular area. Bags under the eyes and circles disappear visibly.
Other active substances:
DMAE: provides a visible, immediate lifting effect.
Eye seryl: tetrapeptide with anti-oedema properties highly effective for bag reduction. It has
an effect against circles under the eyes, increasing brightness in the periocular area.
Horse chestnut extract: vasoconstrictive and anti-oedema properties. Potent decongestant,
draining action.
Method of use:
Apply gently in the morning and at night over the eye contour area. Make circular motions
with the ring finger and smooth outwards to complete absorption.
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radiance DNA - home maintenance

essence //
Remodelling serum.
Sculpts facial contour and effectively reduces wrinkles.
Concentrated remodelling serum specifically formulated to reconstitute the skin in depth,
ensuring solid cell cohesion and potent rejuvenating action. The unique combination of
[meso]recovery complex®, together with active substances with highly tightening and
anti-aging properties, stimulates collagen production and strengthens the extracellular
matrix, restoring the dermo-epidermal junction. Redefines and repositions the oval of the
face. It makes skin texture thinner and wrinkles are noticeably smoothened.
Other active substances:
DMAE: provides a visible, immediate lifting effect.
Elastin: improves skin elasticity and moisturising.
Hydroviton: high long-lasting moisturising action.

Method of use:
Use in the morning and at night, over completely clean skin. Apply onto the face, neck and
neckline, outlining the oval of the face. Then, start to apply the corresponding treatment
cream.
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radiance DNA - home maintenance

elixir //
Age delay drinkable nutricosmetic.
Cell chrononutrition. Multi-benefit action.
Regenerating, highly anti-oxidant nutritional complement, formulated to reactivate the cell metabolism of the dermis and
help reverse its aging. Concentrates in its formula easily bioassimilable components that contribute to slowing down loss of
tightness and wrinkle formation, significantly improving skin condition and texture. Day after day, the skin gets smoother,
tighter and brighter.
Active substances:
Hyaluronic acid: present naturally in the
dermis, it enables retaining water inside the
skin, ensuring skin firmness and elasticity.
Silicon: stimulates collagen and elastin
synthesis enhancing tissue reaffirmation.
Biotin: enhances cell metabolism processes.
Grape extract rich in resveratrol: its high
antioxidant action fights skin oxidative
stress.
Method of use:
It is recommended to take one daily dose of 1
bottle at night, the first 6 days of each month for
3 months. The treatment can be repeated
twice a year.
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